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Parker Electromechanical Automation makes every effort to ensure our products exceed our customers’ 

expectations.  We occasionally find a problem, limitation or application issue that hinders performance or 

otherwise needs to be addressed.  When these issues arise, our engineers analyze the problem, implement 

improvement activity and provide information regarding the issue through these technical bulletins.  This 

information is provided so that you may take appropriate action with users of Electromechanical Automation 

product. 

  

Symptom 

The TQ10, TQ10SD and TQ10X trapezoidal servo drive and servo drive/controller are no longer available. 

 

 

Problem Description 

This bulletin explains the upgrade path from the TQ10 series to the Aries series of servo 

amplifiers. 

 
 

Solution 

The TQ10 drives (including the TQ10, TQ10SD, and TQ10X) were trapezoidal servo drives, using hall-effect 

sensors to commutate the motor and close the torque loop.  The TQ10 was an analog torque servo drive 

requiring a +/-10VDC torque demand signal. The TQ10SD required 5V step and direction command signals. 

The TQ10X was an X-language programmable drive/controller. We’ll examine the upgrade path for each of 

these drives in order. 

Upgrading from a TQ10 to an AR-08AE 

 

The AR-08AE is the suggested replacement drive for the TQ10 amplifier. 



The Aries can be configured in trapezoidal mode with only hall-effect feedback.  

The TQ10 was rated with six-state trapezoidal currents of 5A continuous and 10A peak. These values convert 

to 4.1A RMS continuous and 8.2A RMS peak. Therefore the AR-08AE is the recommended replacement 

which is rated at 4.5A RMS continuous and 13.5A RMS peak. 

In the Aries Support Tool, the Aries can be configured to run without an encoder in torque mode by selecting 

Trapezoidal commutation in step 3 of 5 of the Configuration Wizard. This is the same as typing the OHALL1 

command in the terminal window.  This will configure the Aries to commutate using the hall-effect feedback, 

giving similar trapezoidal performance as the TQ10. 

 

For Aries drives with firmware versions older than 3.11, disable feedback auto-detection by entering SFB2 in 

the terminal window and then issue a RESET command. In firmware 3.11 and higher, Trapezoidal mode 

automatically sets SFB2. 

 

 

Motor wiring 
 

TQ10 Pin Motor Color 
Aries 

Connection 

A Phase A Red/Yellow U 

B Phase B White/Yellow V 

C Phase C Black/Yellow W 

Motor Ground Motor Ground Green/Yellow GND 

Motor Ground Shield No insulation P-clip 

 

The above chart shows connection of the motor leads to the Aries drive, ABC is UVW. It is important to strip 

back the insulation on the motor cable to expose the cable’s shield and make 360deg connection to the P-clip.  

Use copper tape if necessary. 

 



Hall-Effect and Thermal Switch wiring 
 

TQ10 
Pin Halls & Temp Color 

Aries Motor 
Feedback Pin 

5 +5 VDC White/Blue 5 

4 Hall power return White/Green 6 

6 Hall 1 White/Brown 9 

9 Thermal+ Yellow 10 

10 Thermal–  Yellow 15 

7 Hall 2 White/Orange 13 

8 Hall 3 White/Violet 14 
The above chart shows the hall wiring to the Aries, Halls 1/2/3 are in the same order as the TQ10.  It is 

important to strip back the insulation on the motor cable to expose the cable’s shield and make 360deg 

connection to the P-clip.  Use copper tape if necessary. 

Control wiring 

TQ10   Aries Drive I/O Connector 

Pin Function   Function Drive I/O Pin 

   +5 or 24vdc ENABLE+  1 

1 ENABLE IN   ENABLE–  21 

2 ENABLE GND 5 or 24vdc ref     

3 FAULT OUT +   FAULT OUT+ 9 

4 FAULT OUT -   FAULT OUT- 16 

    +5 or 24vdc RESET+ 18 

5 RESET IN   RESET– 23 

6 RESET GND 5 or 24vdc ref     

7 COMMAND +   AIN+  14 

8 COMMAND -   AIN–  15 

9 COMMAND SHLD   Shield Connector Casing 

10 GND   Digital Ground 17 

The above chart shows the TQ10 pin crossed to the Aries pin. 

Note that the Enable and Reset circuits on the Aries are identical and are not pulled up internally like the 

TQ10. To make the Aries function similarly, connect voltage (5-30vdc) to Enable+ and Reset+.  The wire that 

was connected to the TQ10’s Enable IN is then connected to the Aries Enable-. The wire connected for the 

TQ10’s Enable reference is then connected to the voltage reference.  The Reset circuit is connected in the 

same manner. 

As the torque scale and encoder resolution is similar for the Aries and the TQ10, the controller’s position and 

velocity loop gains should be similar.  As with any servo system, slight adjustments of the controller’s tuning 

may be necessary. 

Presuming that the controller and TQ10 were in the same control panel, it may be possible to connect the 

encoder feedback into the Aries.  There are very good reasons to do this; the Aries replacement drive can use 

the encoder for commutation.  The motor would run cooler and smoother as there is less current ripple.  This 

will improve the motor’s performance with approximately 18% more torque.    The current loop update for 

the TQ10 series was 266usec; the Aries current loop update time is more than 8 times faster at 31.25usec.   

This will make the Aries easier to tune and tighter tuning loops will also be attainable. If this optional change 

to improve system performance is desired, the motor encoder inputs should be wired to the Aries drives 



according to the following chart. The encoder outputs on the Aries Drive I/O connector then need to be wired 

into the servo controller to replace the motor feedback wires. 

Function Color 
Aries Feedback 

Input Pin 
Aries Drive I/O 

Encoder Output Pin 

ENCODER GND Black 3 n/c 

ENCODER +5 Red 4 n/c 

ENCODER A+ White 8 3 

ENCODER A– Yellow 7 4 

ENCODER B+ Green 12 5 

ENCODER B– Blue 11 6 

ENCODER Z+ Orange 1 7 

ENCODER Z- Brown 2 8 

Shield bare Connector Case Connector Case 
 

Upgrading from a TQ10SD to an AR-08SE 

The TQ10SD required encoder feedback and received a step and direction command signal.  It used hall-

effect signals for commutation but  encoder signals to close the velocity and position loops. 

 

The AR-08SE is the suggested replacement drive for the TQ10SD amplifier. 

As the encoder feedback is already wired into the amplifier, the Aries replacement drive can use this for 

commutation.  The motor would run cooler and smoother as there is less current ripple.  This will improve the 

motor’s performance with approximately 18% more torque.  The current loop update for the TQ10 series was 

266usec; the Aries current loop update time is more than 8 times faster at 31.25usec.   This will make the 

Aries easier to tune and tighter tuning loops will be attainable.   

In the Aries Support Tool, use the standard motor configuration which uses sinusoidal commutation as the 

default method. If the indexer/controller that is sending step and direction signals was also monitoring 

encoder position feedback, the Aries encoder outputs on the Drive I/O connector can be used. 

Controller and feedback wiring 

The TQ10SD required step and direction signals and encoder feedback in addition to the motor, hall-effect 

and enable/fault/reset signal wiring similar to the TQ10.  

 

 



Motor wiring 
 

TQ10SD Pin Motor Color 
Aries SE 

Connection 

A Phase A Red/Yellow U 

B Phase B White/Yellow V 

C Phase C Black/Yellow W 

Motor Ground Motor Ground Green/Yellow GND 

Motor Ground Shield No insulation P-clip 
 

The above chart shows the hall wiring to the Aries, Halls 1/2/3 are in the same order as the TQ10.  It is 

important to strip back the insulation on the motor cable to expose the cable’s shield and make 360deg 

connection to the P-clip.  Use copper tape if necessary. 

 

Hall-Effect and Thermal Switch wiring 

 

TQ10SD 
Pin Halls & Temp Color 

Aries SE Motor 
Feedback Pin 

5 +5 VDC White/Blue 5 

4 Hall power return White/Green 6 

6 Hall 1 White/Brown 9 

9 Thermal+ Yellow 10 

10 Thermal–  Yellow 15 

7 Hall 2 White/Orange 13 

8 Hall 3 White/Violet 14 

The above chart shows the hall wiring to the Aries, Halls 1/2/3 are in the same order as the TQ10SD. 

Encoder wiring 

Function Color 
Aries Feedback 

Input Pin 
Aries Drive I/O 

Encoder Output Pin 

ENCODER GND Black 3 n/c 

ENCODER +5 Red 4 n/c 

ENCODER A+ White 8 3 

ENCODER A– Yellow 7 4 

ENCODER B+ Green 12 5 

ENCODER B– Blue 11 6 

ENCODER Z+ Orange 1 7 

ENCODER Z- Brown 2 8 

Shield bare Connector Case Connector Case 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Control wiring 

TQ10SD   Aries Drive I/O Connector 

Pin Function   Function Drive I/O Pin 

   +5 or 24vdc ENABLE+  1 

Bottom 1 ENABLE IN   ENABLE–  21 

Bottom 2 ENABLE GND 5 or 24vdc ref     

Bottom 3 FAULT OUT +   FAULT OUT+ 9 

Bottom 4 FAULT OUT -   FAULT OUT- 16 

    +5 or 24vdc RESET+ 18 

Bottom 5 RESET IN   RESET– 23 

Bottom 6 RESET GND 5 or 24vdc ref     

Top 3 STEP+   STEP+  10 

Top 9 STEP-   STEP-  11 

Top 4 DIR+   DIR+  12 

Top 10 DIR-   DIR-  13 

Top 8 COMMAND SHLD   Shield Connector Casing 

Top 8 GND   Digital Ground 17 

The Z pulse (reference mark) was not used by the TQ10 but can be used by the Aries; however, it is not 

necessary to connect them. 

Upgrading from theTQ10X to an AR-08CE 

The TQ10X was a programmable servo drive/controller. It used hall-effect signals for commutation and 

encoder signals to close the velocity and position loops. It was a programmable drive using X-language and 

communicated via RS232. 

 

The AR-08CE is the suggested replacement drive for the TQ10X amplifier. 

The Aries Drive/Controller has a different programming language but is a much more powerful controller. 

Instead of RS-232 communication, it uses Ethernet 10/100 Base-T.  The ViX500IE can also be used but has a 

lower bus voltage (80VDC vs 170VDC) which could limit the motor speed. The advantage of the ViX is that 

it offers a similar programming language to the TQ10X and communicates via RS-232. 

As the encoder feedback is already wired into the amplifier, the Aries replacement drive can use this for 

commutation.  The motor would run cooler and smoother as there is less current ripple.  This will improve the 

motor’s performance with approximately 18% more torque.  The current loop update for the TQ10 series was 

266usec; the Aries current loop update time is more than 8 times faster at 31.25usec.   This will make the 

Aries easier to tune and tighter tuning loops will be attainable.   



In the Aries Support Tool, use the standard motor configuration which uses sinusoidal commutation as the 

default method. 

The connections for upgrading the TQ10X to the AR-08CE are the same as for the TQ10SD above. 

General upgrade notes: 

• The Aries accepts either 120vac or 240vac.  It is available in a full range of power-levels. If using a 

small motor, a smaller more cost-effective Aries amplifier could be used.  See Parker System 

Solution Finder for matching specific motor and Aries power levels. 

• Note that the SM16xB and SM23xB motors are not compatible with the Aries drives due to their low 

inductance.  For these motors, we recommend using the ViX servo drive.  The SM16xA and 

SM23xA are higher inductance and compatible with the Aries drives. The Neo/J series and BE series 

motors are all compatible with the Aries. See Parker System Solution Finder for further details. 

• For any new applications where both the motor and drive are being replaced, it would be 

recommended to use the new standard PS connectors.  With the TQ connector option, the hall-effect 

sensors are in with the motor phases, making them more susceptible to induced electrical noise.  The 

PS connectors are an improved design having improved noise immunity and standard Aries braided 

cables as compared to the foil shielded cables originally sold with TQ10 drives. 

• In replacing the TQ10 series drives, newer drive technologies typically have shorter current rise 

times even though the PWM switching frequency may be similar.  With these faster rise times, 

newer drives can be susceptible to poor grounding.  The motor shield was not exposed on the TQ 

motor cable.  It is necessary to remove the insulation and ground at the Aries drive with the p-clip 

that provides a shield-to-earth RF ground.  For applications where CE and UL are important for the 

entire system it is necessary to replace the motors with the PS connector option and matching cables. 

• Bus sharing is not possible with the Aries but is not necessary. The AR08 at 120vac shouldn’t need a 

regenerative resistor for the motors originally used with the TQ10.  See the Aries User’s Guide 

Appendix B for further details. 

• If SW2-3 is ON for the TQ10, enable Current Foldback in the Aries (step 3 of 5 in configuration) or 

by using the DIFOLD1 command in the Aries Support Tool terminal window. 

• The TQ10 had screw terminal access. For screw-terminal axis for the Aries drive input/output 

connector use the VM26-PM.  For screw-terminal axis for the Aries feedback connector, use VM15-

PM.  Both the VM15 and VM26 can be mounted on Din rail. 

• The Aries drives are configured using the Aries Support Tool software, which is supplied with each 

drive on CD-ROM or as a free download from the website, http://www.parkermotion.com.  The 

Aries serial communication dongle (part number 71-021609-01) allows a standard null-modem 

(crossover) RS232 cable to connect. 

• The Aries drives are digital.  Like the TQ10 they use the thermal switch to protect the motor from 

overheating.  Unlike the TQ10, the Aries has an additional software thermal model that monitors the 

thermal rise in the motor. This is a standard feature of the Aries and is setup when the motor’s part 



number is selected in the drive configuration. This gives faster response and better protection of the 

motor than solely relying on heat to build-up within the motor for the thermal switch to turn on. 

• In torque mode, the Aries Support Tool automatically calculates current loop gains so that current 

loop tuning is not necessary in most applications. The TQ10, by contrast, required an external 

oscilloscope for tuning. If necessary, the Aries Support Tool has a software oscilloscope to tune the 

torque (current), velocity or position loops. This eliminates the need for an oscilloscope. 

• Note the dimensions of the Aries are different than the TQ10.  The below dimensions are not to 

scale. 

 

 



 

If you have any questions, please contact: 

• Technical Assistance, Applications Engineering Department (e-mail: emn_support@parker.com or call 800-358-

9070 North America, 707-584-7558 International) 


